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AND SHE WILL BE THEIR QUEEN Cat Fisa's warlord captor-turned-lover may have crowned her with the
symbols of the three realms, but war is far from over. She believes in what Griffin is trying to accomplish.
She believes that peace will finally come when the realms are united. And she believes that with her by
his side, Griffin has the strength to change the world. But with her dangerous past resurfacing and the
neighboring royals out for blood, Cat and Griffin must strike soon if they want to unify the land without fullscale war. They'll do anything to avoid innocent bloodshed, including crossing the treacherous Ice Plains
or entering the deadly Agon Games to win access to the royal court...and the very family they plan to
usurp. When their desperate battle for survival is over, Cat and Griffin will either be standing side-by-side
in the heart of their future kingdom—or not at all. Discover exciting bonus material, including maps,
illustrations, and an expanded look at the world of Thalyria. Fans of Jennifer Armentrout, Scarlett St. Clair
and Sarah J. Maas will burn for this spicy romantic fantasy. The Kingmaker Chronicles: A Promise of Fire
(Book 1) Breath of Fire (Book 2) Heart on Fire (Book 3) A Curse of Queens (A Kingmaker Chronicles novel,
Book 1) Readers are raving about the Kingmaker Chronicles: "Give this to your Game of Thrones fans."
—Booklist STARRED Review "Loved it!" —ELOISA JAMES, New York Times bestselling author "Utterly
breathtaking!" —DARYNDA JONES, New York Times bestselling author "Masterful worldbuilding." —Kirkus
STARRED Review "Absolutely fabulous." —C.L. WILSON, New York Times bestselling author "Magic, action,
romance—everything I love in a series." —JENNIFER ESTEP, New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author "Sweeping in its world building and poignant in its emotion. A Homeric trilogy not to be missed."
—GRACE DRAVEN, USA Today bestselling author "Easily my favorite book of 2016!" —Bookriot "Delivers
with both heat and heart—loved it!" —JEFFE KENNEDY, award-winning author
From New York Times bestselling author Kresley Cole comes this scorching tale of a demon outcast
poisoned with vampire blood and the vulnerable young witch he vows to protect-even from himself.
Malkom Slaine: tormented by his sordid past and racked by vampiric hungers, he's pushed to the brink by
the green-eyed beauty under his guard. Carrow Graie: hiding her own sorrows, she lives only for the next
party or prank. Until she meets a tortured warrior worth saving. In order for Malkom and Carrow to
survive, he must unleash both the demon and vampire inside him. When Malkom becomes the nightmare
his own people feared, will he lose the woman he craves body and soul?
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After 150 years of hellish torture at the hands of the vampire horde, Lachlain, king of the Lykae (werewolf)
clan, escapes his captors. He's disoriented and full of hatred, and yet he finds the mate he's been longing
for for 1200 years in a small, delicate vampire. Desperate to find information on her parents, Emmaline
Troy, a timid, overprotected half vampire/ half valkyrie, had travelled to Paris away from the protection of
her valkyrie aunts for the first time in her young life (she's only 70), but she manages to be kidnapped by
a raging Lykae who's tender to her one minute, though-if he is reminded she's a vampire-furious the
next…
In the aftermath of a cataclysmic event, sixteen-year-old Evie, from a well-to-do Louisiana family, learns
that her terrible visions are actually prophecies and that there are others like herself--embodiments of
Tarot cards destined to engage in an epic battle.
MacRieve
Shadow's Claim
Deep Kiss of Winter
Demon from the Dark
A Novel
#1 New York Times bestselling author Kresley Cole enraptures again with this seductive tale of a fierce werewolf prince who
will stop at nothing to protect the lovely archer he covets from afar. A dangerous beauty... Lucia the Huntress: as
mysterious as she is exquisite, she harbors secrets that threaten to destroy her—and those she loves. An uncontrollable
need… Garreth MacRieve, Prince of the Lykae: the brutal Highland warrior who burns to finally claim this maddeningly
sensual creature as his own. That lead to a pleasure so wicked… From the shadows, Garreth has long watched over Lucia.
Now, the only way to keep the proud huntress safe from harm is to convince her to accept him as her guardian. To do this,
Garreth will ruthlessly exploit Lucia's greatest weakness—her wanton desire for him.
In this ninth installment in the wildly popular Immortals After Dark series from #1 New York Times bestselling paranormal
romance author Kresley Cole, a woman must conceal her identity from her one true love—or risk losing him forever. He
vowed he’d come for her… Murdered before he could wed Regin the Radiant, warlord Aidan the Fierce seeks his beloved
through eternity, reborn again and again into new identities, yet with no memory of his past lives. She awaits his return…
When Regin encounters Declan Chase, a brutal Celtic soldier, she recognizes her proud warlord reincarnated. But Declan
takes her captive, intending retribution against all immortals—unaware that he belongs to their world. To sate a desire more
powerful than death… Yet every reincarnation comes with a price, for Aidan is doomed to die when he remembers his past.
To save herself from Declan’s torments, will Regin rekindle memories of the passion they once shared—even if it means
once again losing the only man she could ever love?
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New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter begins a dark, sexy new series—Rise of the Warlords—with a fanfavorite character from her beloved Lords of the Underworld series, Taliyah Skyhawk. The ice maiden faces off with her
greatest enemy, a villain brutal beyond imagining. For centuries, Taliyah Skyhawk has prepared to become Harpy General,
leader of the deadliest female army in existence. One of the requirements? Remain a virgin. But, for a chance to save her
people, she must wed the fearless leader of the Astra Planeta, Alaroc Phaethon. The time has come for Roc to sacrifice
another virgin bride to his god. There has never been a woman alluring enough to tempt him from his path. No warrioress
powerful enough to overcome his incredible strength. No enchantress desirable enough to make him burn beyond reason.
Until now. With the clock ticking, war between husband and wife ignites. Except Taliyah never expected the merciless king
to challenge the future she once envisioned. She certainly never anticipated the thrill of their battles turning into games…
The problem is, only one spouse can survive. Love is a battlefield in Showalter’s The Warlord. Don't miss Ruthless, the
second book in New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter's captivating and unforgettable Immortal Enemies series.
The huntress becomes the hunted in this sizzling paranormal romance from New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling
author Gena Showalter, previously published as part of the Deep Kiss of Winter anthology with #1 New York Times
bestselling author Kresley Cole, now available as a stand-alone ebook! With only skin-to-skin contact, Aleaha Love can
change her appearance, assuming any identity. As an AIR (Alien Investigation and Removal) agent, her newest mission is to
capture a group of otherworldly warriors. So imagine her surprise when the hunter becomes the hunted, and she’s taken
captive by dangerously seductive Breean, a golden-skinned, iron-willed commander, who threatens everything Aleaha
stands for—and makes her want to be only herself, for the first time in her life.
Pleasure of a Dark Prince
Tempt Me Eternally
Dark Needs at Night's Edge
A Texas Chance
Ecstasy Unveiled
The next stand-alone installment in the electrifying Immortals After Dark series by #1 New York Times best-selling author Kresley Cole.
Venture deeper into the Lore, fierce realm of the immortals—if you dare. . . . TORMENTED IN UNIMAGINABLE WAYS Coming off torture at
the hands of his warlock captors, Munro MacRieve never expected to find his mate, or to lose her just as abruptly. Driven to desperation, the
ruthless warrior uses his enemies’ own powers to reunite with her—in the distant past. STOLEN FROM HER TIME When a crazed werewolf
crashes her wedding, Kereny “Ren” Codrina does what any cunning huntress would do: she captures him. Yet she finds herself softening
toward the wounded beast—until he turns the tables and forces her into an incomprehensible future. CAN A HUMAN AND AN IMMORTAL
UNITE IN ORDER TO SURVIVE? As danger mounts, Munro will do anything to make her undying, even sell his soul to an evil sorceress. But
first he must convince his fiery mate that she belongs with him. If seduction means her survival, Munro will use every weapon in his arsenal to
possess her—forever.
After a scandal torches her career, hotelier Sophie Carlisle vows to rise from the ashes. She pours her all into turning a run-down house in
Austin, Texas, into a fabulous boutique hotel. Now, with the opening mere weeks away, Sophie is running out of both time and money! So
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when Cade MacAllister swoops in and offers to help, it seems like a godsend. And yet Sophie is leery. Why would Cade, a hotshot adventure
photographer, want to spend his days swinging a hammer for her? Sophie has learned the hard way that everything has a price--especially
trust. With so much on the line, can she risk her career--and her heart--on a wanderer with secrets?
She has tempted many men…but never found her equal. Until now. Though she has lived for centuries, Anya, goddess of anarchy, has never
known pleasure. Until Lucien, the incarnation of death—a warrior eternally doomed to take souls to the hereafter. He draws her like no other.
And Anya will risk anything to have him. But when the merciless Lord of the Underworld is ordered by the gods to claim Anya herself, their
uncontrollable attraction becomes an anguished pursuit. Now they must defeat the unconquerable forces that control them, before their thirst
for one another demands a sacrifice of love beyond imagining…. And don't miss the latest book in the irresistibly seductive Lords of the
Underworld series, The Darkest Torment, featuring the fierce warrior Baden who will stop at nothing to claim the exquisite human with the
power to soothe the beast inside him… Previously published.
'Kresley Cole knows what paranormal romance readers crave and superbly delivers on every page' Single Titles on Kiss of a Demon King
From No. 1 New York Times bestselling authorKresley Cole comes this highly anticipated romantic adventure that bridges the world of the
Dacians to her “fresh and enthralling” (RT Book Reviews) Immortals After Dark series. Overprotected vampire princess Kosmina 'Mina'
Daciano – part merciless swordswoman/part bashful, awkward damsel – has never been allowed to venture from her antiquated and isolated
home realm of Dacia. But Lothaire, the half-mad king, overrules Mina’s older brother and uncles and dispatches her out into the mortal world,
reasoning that she’ll either 'broaden her horizons or die. As nature intended.' If the shy Mina can survive life outside of a sun-protected
vampire kingdom, where blood is always on tap, will she be able to navigate a modern-day relationship with a ruthless warrior hero? For fans
of Charlaine Harris and Nalini Singh, Shadow's Kiss is the sizzling new installment in the Immortals After Dark series. ~Readers love Kresley
Cole's Immortals After Dark books~ 'One of the best paranormal series available' Examiner.com 'It is always a pure pleasure to dive into an
installment of Cole’s amazing Immortals After Dark series' RT Book Reviews 'What’s so amazing about this series is that it’s the perfect
blend of humor, action, and romance' Paranormal Librarian 'Kresley Cole hits another one out of the park' Anna's Book Blog 'Phenomenally
awesome!' Love Vampires
The Warlord
Sweet Ruin
Lover Arisen
Immortals After Dark: The Dacians
Zodiac Academy

The next searing novel in Kresley Cole's bestselling Immortals After Dark series. Print run 75,000.
Traces the story of ruthless vampire Lothaire, following his determined pursuit of the Horde's crown before
his efforts are thwarted by Elizabeth Peirce, a mortal who harbors a secret power that will kill her if Lothaire
uses it to achieve his goals.
With this follow-up to the acclaimed and bestselling "No Rest for the Wicked," Cole continues her seductive
paranormal series featuring a brutal Highland werewolf
and an exquisite young witch--adversaries with a
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blood vendetta between them who so give in to forbidden temptation. Original.
Discover a dark and wicked new world in Kresley Cole’s remastered tale “The Warlord Wants Forever,” the
first scorching installment in her #1 New York Times bestselling Immortals After Dark series.... The
Warlord Nikolai Wroth, a ruthless Vampire general, will stop at nothing to find his Bride, the one woman who
can “blood” him, making his heart beat and filling him with strength. Coldly interested only in the power his
Bride will bring, he can hardly believe when Myst the Coveted awakens him body—and soul. The Seductress
Famed throughout the world as the most beautiful Valkyrie, Myst has devoted her life to protecting a magical
jewel and to fighting the vampires. Wroth provides her with the perfect opportunity to torment her sworn
enemy—for with his new heartbeat comes a consuming sexual desire that can only be slaked by her. Denying
him, she flees, struggling to forget his searing, possessive kiss. The Hunt is on⋯ She eludes him for five
years, but he has finally chased her to ground and stolen her enchanted jewel, giving him absolute power
over her. Now that she’s his for the taking, he intends to make her experience first-hand the agonizing,
unending lust she subjected him to for half a decade. Yet when Nikolai realizes he wants far more than
vengeance from Myst and frees her, will she come back to him?
Lothaire
The Darkest Kiss
Wicked Abyss
The Immortal
Wicked Deeds on a Winter's Night
In this next installment in the Immortals After Dark Series, "USA Today" bestselling author Kresley Cole delivers a scorching tale
about a forbidding vampire who lives in the shadows and the beautiful assassin who hunts him there.
In this pulse-pounding Immortals After Dark tale, #1 New York Times bestselling author Kresley Cole delves into the darkest
mysteries and deepest passions of Clan MacRieve… A BEAST IN TORMENT Uilleam MacRieve believed he’d laid to rest the
ghosts of his boyhood. But when a brutal torture revives those ancient agonies and destroys his Lykae instinct, the proud Scot
craves the oblivion of death. Until he finds her—a young human so full of spirit and courage that she pulls him back from the brink.
A BEAUTY IN CHAINS Seized for the auction block, Chloe Todd is forced to enter a terrifying new world of monsters and lore as a
bound slave. When offered up to creatures of the dark, she fears she won’t last the night. Until she’s claimed by him—a wicked
immortal with heartbreaking eyes, whose touch sets her blood on fire. A FULL MOON ON THE RISE With enemies circling,
MacRieve spirits Chloe away to the isolated Highland keep of his youth. But once he takes her to his bed, his sensual mate
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becomes something more than human, evoking his savage past and testing his sanity. On the cusp of the full moon, can he
conquer his worst nightmare to save Chloe…from himself?
This fairy tale doesn’t end with a kiss in this spellbinding Immortals After Dark tale from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Kresley Cole! The terrifying king of hell... As a boy, Abyssian “Sian” Infernas had his heart shattered by a treacherous fey beauty
who died before he could exact vengeance. Millennia later, a curse has transformed him into a demonic monster—just as she’s
been reincarnated. Sian captures the delicate but bold female, forcing her back to hell. Meets his match. Princess Calliope “Lila”
Barbot’s people have hated and feared Abyssian and his alliance of monsters for aeons. When the beastly demon imprisons her in
his mystical castle, vowing revenge for betrayals she can’t remember, Lila makes her own vow: to bring down the wicked beast for
good. Can two adversaries share one happily-ever-after? As Calliope turns hell inside out, the all-powerful Sian finds himself
defenseless against his feelings for her. In turn, Lila reluctantly responds to the beast’s cleverness and gruff vulnerability. But
when truths from a far distant past are revealed, can their tenuous bond withstand ages of deceit, a curse, and a looming
supernatural war?
When three U.S. tankers are hijacked by Somali pirates at the height of Mexican drug cartel violence in Laredo and El Paso, a
vindictive U.S. President raises suspicions about his increasing instability by targeting forcibly retired Colonel Charley Castillo and
his former team, many of whom have been forced into hiding. Reprint.
If You Desire
Combinatorics on Words
The Dark Calling
Poison Princess
No Rest for the Wicked
Ever think Scrooge had it right before the ghosts ruined his life? Meet Aidan O'Conner. At one time he
was a world-renowned celebrity who gave freely of himself and his money without wanting anything in
return...until those around him took without asking. Now Aidan wants nothing of the world—or
anyone who's a part of it. When a stranger appears at his doorstep, Aidan knows he's seen her
before...in his dreams. Born on Olympus as a goddess, Leta knows nothing of the human world. But a
ruthless enemy has driven her from the world of dreams and into the home of the only man who can
help her: Aidan. Her immortal powers are derived from human emotions—and his anger is just the
fuel she needs to defend herself... One cold winter's night will change their lives forever... Trapped
together in a brutal winter storm, Aidan and Leta must turn to the only power capable of saving
them—or destroying them both: trust.
**This is a retelling of book 1 of Zodiac Academy from the perspective of Orion, Darius, Caleb, Seth
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and Max** The Vega twins are alive. Those five words circle in my mind like an oncoming storm. They
change everything about the future we thought had been set in stone. They challenge everything we
were raised to be and the stability of the entire kingdom. They're coming to our academy looking for
the life that was stolen from them, but we can't let them take it back. So much hangs in the balance
and we can't risk the arrival of two naïve princesses destroying everything we worked so hard for. I
have trained in dark magic, overcome all challenges and stood in the shadow of Lionel Acrux for far
too long already. I won't let them come between me and his downfall. Which means they have to go
before they discover how powerful they truly are. This is a retelling of the first book in the Zodiac
Academy series from the point of view of Orion and the Heirs and should be read after you have
finished the original story. It includes scenes from alternative points of view as well over 50k words of
additional content and scenes which have never before been revealed. So prepare to step into the dark
minds of the Zodiac boys and watch out for the heartbreak and carnage that will ensue.
Nothing will stop Cadeon of the Rage Demons from finding the means to atone for the one wrong that
haunts him. But once he captures the key to his redemption, the halfling Holly Ashwin, he finds that
the woman he thought he could use for his own ends and then forget haunts him as much as his past.
Raised as a human, Holly Ashwin never knew that some legends are real until she encounters a brutal
demon, who inexplicably guards her like a treasure. Thrust into a sensual new world of myth and
power, with him as her protector, she begins to crave the Cade's wicked touch. Yet just when he earns
Holly's trust, will Cade be forced to betray the only woman who can sate his wildest needs - and claim
his heart?
This classic volume presents a thorough treatment of the theory of combinatorics on words.
Hazardous Duty
Upon The Midnight Clear
The Warlord Wants Forever
Munro
*Includes an 8 chapter bonus preview of WICKED ABYSS!* In this scorching Immortals After Dark/Dacian novel, #1 New York
Times bestselling author Kresley Cole brings together a wicked vampire prince used to getting everything he desires and a demon
warrior who always felt like an outcast. A night of debauchery . . . Prince Mirceo Daciano and his new friend, Caspion the Tracker,
comb the streets of Dacia, drunkenly seeking out pleasures of the flesh. In what should have been a typical night, they coax a
bevy of nymphs to bed. To impress their females, the demon and the vampire kiss on a dare. Changes them forever . . . Once they
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finally break away from their soul-searing kiss, they find themselves alone—and shaken. Had they imagined their explosive
chemistry? Obstacles—ranging from a death sentence to exile in a war-torn dimension—threaten to destroy their lives . . . and the
vulnerable promise in that one kiss. How long can they resist the fire that blazes between them? Even if Mirceo accepts Caspion
as his fated mate, the seductive vampire still must convince the stubborn demon that their bond is forever. And any royal Dacian
union must receive the blessing of King Lothaire, an unpredictable and savage killer. . . .
An exclusive Kresley Cole eBook box set featuring her New York Times bestselling Immortals After Dark titles! Includes Warlord
Wants Forever, No Rest for the Wicked, Dark Needs at Night's Edge, and Untouchable.
Kresley Cole delivers a breathtaking tale of a brutal vampire soldier about to know love for the first time ... and a Valkyrie aching to
be touched. Gena Showalter puts a daring spin on a tale of huntress and hunted ... and concocts a sensual chemistry that is
positively explosive.
New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter delivers The Immortal, the second dark and sexy book in her Rise of the
Warlords series, featuring a cold, merciless assassin and a stubborn harpy warrior... one fated to die by the other's hand. Halo
Phaninon, assassin of gods, is as cold and merciless as a machine. For victory, he crosses any line. When tasked to kill twelve of
mythology’s fiercest monsters in twenty-four hours, Halo eagerly accepts. Except, each morning he awakens to the same day,
forced to relive new horrors. Only one other person retains their memory—the beauty who threatens his iron control. Ophelia the
Flunk Out hates her disaster of a life. She’s the family disappointment, a harpy warrior without a kill and powerless—or is she?
Nearly every night she’s doomed to repeat her own murder, but each morning she arises to spar with Halo, the ruthless warlord
increasingly determined to save her…and lure her to his bed. Halo’s insatiable desire for the stubborn Ophelia drives him wild…and
he only craves more. If he remains in the time loop, they stay together. But if he escapes, they lose each other forever. Don't miss
Ruthless, the second book in New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter's captivating and unforgettable Immortal
Enemies series.
Dreams of a Dark Warrior
If You Dare
Dark Desires After Dusk
Kiss of a Demon King
A Hunger Like No other
A DEMON ENSLAVED Lore is a Seminus half-breed demon who has been forced to act as his dark master's
assassin. Now to earn his freedom and save his sister's life, he must complete one last kill. Powerful
and ruthless, he'll stop at nothing to carry out this deadly mission. AN ANGEL TEMPTED Idess is an
earthbound angel with a wild side, sworn to protect the human Lore is targeting. She's determined to
thwart her wickedly handsome adversary by any means necessary-even if that means risking her vow of
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eternal chastity. But what begins as a simple seduction soon turns into a passion that leaves both angel
and demon craving complete surrender. Torn between duty and desire, Lore and Idess must join forces as
they battle their attraction for each other. Because an enemy from the past is rising again-one hellbent
on vengeance and unthinkable destruction.
Though centuries have passed since Thronos, Lord of Skye Hall, lost the one woman meant for him, nothing
can cool his never-ending need for Melanthe. She was the girl he loved and lost as a boy, the girl who
nearly destroyed him. Lanthe, a once-powerful sorceress struggling to reclaim her gifts, searches for
love and acceptance with all the wrong immortal men. But she's never forgotten Thronos, the fallen angel
who protected her until she was ripped from the shelter of his arms. With their families at war and the
world burning around them, will they succumb to the brutal chaos that threatens everything they cherish?
Or can the two rekindle their childhood love in time to save both their worlds?
In this sexy historical romance, the second of the Dark Heart series, a Highlander with a dark past
returns to the place he fled long ago to protect a woman he once loved from danger. He tried to run...
In his youth, Hugh MacCarrick foolishly fell in love with a beautiful English lass who delighted in
teasing him with her flirtatious ways. Yet he knew he could never marry her because he was shadowed by
an accursed family legacy. To avoid temptation, Hugh left home, ultimately becoming an assassin. She
tried to forget him... Jane Weyland was devastated when the Highlander she believed would marry her
abandoned her instead. Years later, when Hugh MacCarrick is summoned to protect her from her father's
enemies, her heartache has turned to fury—but her desire for him has not waned. Will passion overwhelm
them? In hiding, Jane torments Hugh with seductive play. He struggles to resist her because of deadly
secrets that could endanger her further. But Hugh is no longer a gentle young man—and toying with the
fever-pitched desires of a hardened warrior will either get Jane burned...or enflame a love that never
died.
In this first book of a thrilling new trilogy, Cole introduces the MacCarrickbrothers, three fierce
Scots with dangerous lives, dark desires, and a deadlycurse. Original.
The Brothers Wroth
Shadow's Kiss
A Paranormal Romance
Hard Bitten
Warlord Wants Forever, No Rest for the Wicked, Dark Needs at Night's Edge, Untouchable
“If you loved Nancy Drew but always wished she was an undead sword-wielding badass, Merit is your kind
of girl.”—Geek Monthly Times are hard for new vampire Merit. Since shapeshifters announced their
presence to the world, humans have been rallying against supernaturals, and inside Cadogan House, things
between Merit and her Master, Ethan Sullivan, are...tense. Worst of all, a violent vampire attack has
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left three women missing, and the mayor of Chicago has a simple demand for Merit and Ethan: Get your
House in order. Or else. Merit needs to get to the bottom of the crime, but, unable to tell who’s on her
side, she calls in a dangerous favor from a member of an underground vamp group that may have intel on
the attack. Merit soon finds herself in the dark heart of Chicago’s supernatural society—a world ready
to fulfill the protesting humans’ worst fears, and a place where she’ll learn that being a vampire means
getting a little blood on your hands....
From New York Timesbestselling author Kresley Cole comes this spellbinding story of a demon king trapped
by an enchantress for her wanton purposes -- and the scorching aftermath that follows when he turns the
tables and claims her as his captive. HIS OBSESSION... Sabine, Sorceress of Illusions: the evil beauty
who surrenders her body, but not her heart. HER DOWNFALL... Rydstrom Woede: the ruthless warrior who
vows to keep her at all costs. THEY WERE NEVER SUPPOSED TO WANT EACH OTHER THIS MUCH... With each
smoldering encounter, their shared hunger only increases. If they can defeat the sinister enemy that
stands between them, will Sabine make the ultimate sacrifice for her demon? Or will the proud king lay
down his crown and arms to save his sorceress?
On the night lovely Néomi Renate, a famous ballerina at the turn of the century, was murdered, an evil
force turned her into a spectre - a phantom that's neither alive nor dead - and cursed her to relive her
harrowing death every month during the full moon. Unable to leave her home, she has managed to scare
away any trespassers, until she encounters an inhabitant even more terrifying than Néomi herself. When
Conrad Wroth, a vampire warlord who's been half-mad for centuries, first beholds Néomi, he knows nothing
will stop him from claiming the ethereal beauty as his own - not even death itself. Yet even if the
gruff warrior can win her love and defeat the evil that surrounds her, he still must determine a way to
bring her fully back to life, and back to him.
#1 New York Times bestseller Kresley Cole follows the royal bloodline of Dacia, a mysterious vampire
kingdom within The Lore—Cole’s world of mythological creatures—in this next installment of her awardwinning Immortals After Dark series. Shadow’s Claim features Prince Trehan, a ruthless master assassin
who will do anything to possess Bettina, his beautiful sorceress mate, even compete for her hand in a
blood-sport tournament—to the death. Trehan Daciano, known as the Prince of Shadows, has spent his life
serving his people—striking in the night, quietly executing any threat to their realm. The coldly
disciplined swordsman has never desired anything for himself—until he beholds Bettina, the sheltered
ward of two of the Lore’s most fearsome villains. Desperate to earn her guardians’ approval after a lifeshattering mistake, young Bettina has no choice but to marry whichever suitor prevails—even though she’s
lost her heart to another. Yet one lethal competitor, a mysterious cloaked swordsman, invades her
dreams, tempting her with forbidden pleasure. Even if Trehan can survive the punishing contests to claim
her as his wife, the true battle for Bettina’s heart is yet to come. And unleashing a millennium’s worth
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of savage need will either frighten his Bride away—or stoke Bettina’s own desires to a fever pitch...
The Master
The Awakening As Told By The Boys
Shadow's Seduction
Dark Skye
Breath of Fire
A need colder than Siberian winter meets an attitude hotter than the Florida sun in No.1 New York Times
bestselling author Kresley Cole's sultry new GAME MAKER novel. Everyone fears the Master... Rich,
irresistible politician/Mafiya boss Maksimilian Sevastyan prefers tall, obedient blondes to fulfill
his...complicated desires. That is, until the icy Russian encounters a disobedient brunette whose exquisite
little body threatens his legendary restraint. Except her. Catarina Marín was a well-off young wife until her
world fell apart. Now she's hiding out, forced to start working as an escort in Miami. Her very first client is
beyond gorgeous, but when he tells her what he plans to do to her, Cat almost walks out of the door. If
pleasure is a game, play to win. After their mind-blowing encounter burns out of control, the lovers crave
more. If they escape the deadly threats surrounding them, can Maksim overcome his past - to offer Cat his
future? Only then will she tempt him with what he really wants: her, all tied up with a bow.
From the humblest of beginnings a millennia ago, Lothaire the Enemy of Old rose to power, becoming the
most feared and evil vampire in the immortal world. Driven by his past, he will not rest until he captures the
vampire Horde's crown for himself. The discovery of his Bride, the female meant only for him, threatens to
derail his plot. She is a mere mortal, a glaring vulnerability for a male with so many deadly foes bent on
annihilating anything he desires. Yet soon he discovers his Bride's secret. A magnificent power dwells inside
the fragile human, one that will aid his quest. But to possess that power, he will have to destroy her. Will
Lothaire succumb to the torments of his past, or seize a future with her..?
True love brings a deadly threat to the Black Dagger Brotherhood in this sizzling new novel in J.R. Ward’s #1
New York Times bestselling series. Possessed by the demon Devina, Balthazar is once again on the hunt for
the Book of Spells—and fighting an undeniable attraction to a woman. As a thief, he has stolen a lot of
things…but he never thought his heart would be taken by another. Especially not a human. As a homicide
detective, Erika Saunders knows there is something otherworldly going on in Caldwell, New York. Mutilated
bodies that cannot be explained are all over her case list—and then there are her nightmares in which she’s
hunted by shadows and captivated by a mysterious man who is both a suspect and a savior. When Devina’s
wish for true love is finally granted, Balthazar and Erika unwittingly become the gateway for the rebirth of an
old enemy of the Brothers. Will the very thing that brings them together lead to the ultimate destruction of
the Brotherhood? Or will they have to lose everything in order to save the race’s most sacred defenders?
LothaireSimon and Schuster
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